Backstepping is a technique developed for designing stabilizing controls for a special class of nonlinear dynamical systems. It is built from subsystems that radiate out from an irreducible system which can be stabilized using some other method. This method is based directly on the mathematical model of the examined system. It is developed by introducing new variables into it in a form depending on the state variables, controlling parameters and stabilizing functions. The stabilizing functions compensate for nonlinearities exists in the system which affect the stability of its operation. Backstepping can be used for tracking and regulation problem. With the aid of Lyapunov stability design, this paper presents control approach for asymptotical tracking. Electrohydraulic actuator system is chosen as numerical example for the designed controller. The performance of backstepping controller is then compared with unity feedback controller applied to the same system. The results show that backstepping controller produced better output tracking then unity feedback controller.
Introduction
Usually, linearization method is used in ordinary feedback-based systems to eliminate the nonlinearities existing in the system. On the other hand, backstepping method makes it possible to create additional nonlinearities and introduce them into the control process to cancel out undesirable nonlinearities from the system. The backstepping method permits to obtain global stability in the cases when the feedback linearization method only secures local stability [1] . The fundamental concept of backstepping method is introduced by Kristic et al in their book [2] . This book focused on adaptive and nonlinear control design of SISO system and some of MIMO system. The extension of this book, the approach focusing on the stabilisation problem in stochastic nonlinear systems is developed [3] . The backstepping control method is also presented in [4] . [4] explained this technique in detail for regulating and tracking problem.
The backstepping method was used in numerous applications such as flight trajectory control, in the industrial systems, electric machines, nonlinear systems of wind turbine-based power production and robotic system. Besides, backstepping also is the effective tool in adaptive control design for estimating parameters [5] and optimal control problems. This is because,thebackstepping control algorithms allow the developing of robust nonlinear controller. The observer based on backstepping technique is designed for force control of electrohydraulic actuator system [6] . This control strategy guarantees the convergence of the tracking error. This control technique also used as observer to control DC servo motor [7] . This control approach for this system is developed by combining backstepping observer with adaptive and sliding mode controller. Backstepping approach is also proposed to design controller for electro-hydraulic active suspension system [8] .Besides, this technique enhanced the power system stability by using particle swarm optimization tool to obtain the best value for its tuning parameters [9] . It is proved that the technique improve the transient stability and damping presented in the system. Other than that, backstepping technique is also used to design controller for permanent magnet synchronous motor [10] . The performance of backstepping controller also depends on its gain or controller parameter. In this paper, the controller parameters are tuned manually.
Backstepping Controller
Backstepping is one of the recursive design controller. The controller is designed by step back toward the control input starting with the scalar equation which is separated from it by the largest number of integrations. Because of this recursive structure, the design process of this controller starts at the known-stable system and back out new controllers that progressively stabilize each outer subsystem. The process will terminates when the final external control is reached. Without uncertainties, backstepping can be used to force a nonlinear system to behave like a linear system in a new set of coordinates [2] . The advantage of backstepping is that is has the availability to avoid cancellations of useful nonlinearities and pursue the objectives of stabilization and tracking rather than that of linearization method. In addition, backstepping equation that contains the input of the system.For tracking problem, backstepping always use the error between the actual and desired input to start the design process. Consider a general class of nonlinear affine system (1) Where and are states vector and control vector respectively. and are smooth vector fields of appropriate dimensions. The main idea of backstepping is such that every step of backstepping adds a new step in the construction of a control lyapunov function (CLF) by the augmentation of the starting CLF with a term which penalises the f f error between a new state variable and its desired value. Thus, finally the method will guarantee the references asymptotic stable tracking and a transient performance. The construction of CLF in backstepping can be made negative definite by a variety of control laws rather than by a specific control law.Referring to definition in [4] , for system (2) Where is a locally Lipschitz map from a domain into .
Let be an equilibrium point for (3) and be a domain containing . Let be a continuously differentiable function such that
Then is asymptotically stable. Let the Lyapunov function
Numerical example
The derivative of (7) along the system (5) is (8) Choose virtual control variable as (9) Thus, becomes (10) A new Lyapunov function is defined as (11) Taking the derivative of (11) along the system (5) gives (12) Choose (13) Thus, becomes (14) Finally is defined as (15) Taking derivative of (15) along the system (5) ( ) o g e sys e ( )
By assuming equation (5) with nonsaturating load, the best and asymptotically stabilized position tracking of equation (5) with respect to the desired input can be achieved by the feedback (17) Thus, (18) becomes (18) Equation (10), (14) and (18) proved the stability of the system through the designed controller. This is because all these equations are negative definite which fulfilled the requirement for the system to be stable. , and are the controller parameters.
The tasks of stabilization, tracking and disturbance rejection lead to a number of control problems. Besides, there are additional goals for the design such as meeting certain requirements on the transient response or certain constraints on the control input. When model uncertainty is taken into consideration, issues of sensitivity and robustness come into play. A robust control design tries to meet the control objective for any model within range of uncertainty. The tracking problem is focused in this paper so that the output of the system followed the reference input given.
Simulation Result
Electrohydraulic actuator system (EHA) which is represented by equation (5) and control signal in equation (17) is injected with step and sine input. Parameter for EHA system and controller is given in Table 1 [11] . Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 respectively illustrate the position for the system with step and sine input given while Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 show the tracking error, with each input.In order to observe the performance of EHA in equation (5), backstepping controller with feedback control signal in equation (17) is compared with unity feedback signal applied on the same system. The performance of EHA system with unity feedback signal is shown in Fig. 5 and Figure 6 with step and sine input respectively. Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 revealed position tracking error for each input given to system. 
Conclusion
Backstepping controller improves the tracking performance of the system compared to unity feedback controller in terms of tracking error. Via Lyapunov stability and design technique, backstepping control ensures the output globally asymptotically tracks a reference signal with smaller error.
